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Shoyo Hinata is out to prove that in volleyball you don&#39;t need to be tall to fly! Â Ever since he

saw the legendary player known as â€œthe Little Giantâ€• compete at the national volleyball finals,

Shoyo Hinata has been aiming to be the best volleyball player ever! He decides to join the team at

the high school the Little Giant went toâ€”and then surpass him. Who says you need to be tall to play

volleyball when you can jump higher than anyone else? After having overcome the Iron Wall of Date

Tech, itâ€™s finally time for Karasuno to have their rematch with Aoba Johsai! Kageyama and

Karasuno claimed victory in the practice match, but how will they fare in a real game? Tensions run

high when Tohru Oikawa gears up to crush Kageyama once and for all.
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Haruichi Furudate began his manga career when he was 25 years old with the one-shot Ousama

Kid (King Kid), which won an honorable mention for the 14th Jump Treasure Newcomer Manga

Prize. His first series, Kiben Gakuha, Yotsuya Sensei no Kaidan (Philosophy School, Yotsuya

Senseiâ€™s Ghost Stories), was serialized in Weekly Shonen Jump in 2010. In 2012, he began

serializing Haikyu!! in Weekly Shonen Jump, where it became his most popular work to date.

V6 moves us toward the hotly anticipated rematch between Aoba Josai (blue castle) and Karasuno.

The Datekou conclusion was fantastic and well done showing us how emotional games in Haikyuu!!

can be when the players realize that this is potentially the last time they can play with their seniors.



It was pretty sad to see Futakuchi Kenji, for example, getting all emotional when he realized their

captain would no longer be with them. For the sake of the new Iron Wall, rebuilding the name, the

players put up a brave front to steel themselves for the next tournament. For Aoba Josai and

Karasuno's sake, the new game would enable them to finally play each other with what seems to be

their final and end game team makes up. Great King v King, Oikawa v Kageyama, Teacher v

Student, the all star VIP coveted match up between setters was underway.It clearly can not be

contained in one volume and probably not even two but it was well done. Furudate gives me high

hopes for the match.This volume included a Datekou bonus story, as well as the usual character

profiles and sketches.

Awesome Series. Must Read!!

~3.5/5Karasuno continues their game against Date Tech, and it's intense. They're trying hard, and

they're ever optimistic. Date Tech proves to be a very good competitor, too, with their Iron Wall that

makes it very hard to hit past.When that game ends, the group gets to go home for a night, then are

back the next day. They get a little practice in, and to talk about their next competitionÃ¢Â€Â”this

time with Blue Castle. Blue Castle proves to be even harder, with their head man good at

encouraging his team mates and very watchful of subtle movements.Oikawa's team mates like him

and look up to him, and I do admit that he's good at working his teammates. But he's also a huge

jerk, and I don't like him at all. I honestly don't see how anyone else does, when he feels rather fake

to me. He's definitely smart, though.We're left on yet another cliffhanger, and I really can't wait to

see what happens next. I want to see how this game endÃ¢Â€Â”I'm really not sure if they're going to

go forward or not.A review copy was provided by the publisher, VIZ Media, for an honest review.

Thank you so, so much![More of my reviews are available on my blog, Geeky Reading, to which

there's a link on my profile.]
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